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1: Searchable Radiology Image Database
Image Classes as Database Candidates. Medical images created by diagnostic instruments offer digital collections of
substantial size, although they do not represent the complete spectrum of images for which image databases might be
desirable.

The goal of medical imaging databases is to provide a means for organizing a large mass of heterogeneous,
changing, pictorial, and symbolic data into a structured environment that can be synthesized, classified, and
presented in an organized efficient manner to facilitate optimal decision making in a health care environment.
A properly organized imaging database can compensate for human memory limitations and provide an
environment for improved patient care, research, and education. Development of an effective and useful
medical imaging database must take place in an interdisciplinary environment, using the medical knowledge
from radiologists, radiation and medical oncologists, neurologists and other specialties in collaboration with
the database research community and the imaging expertise of the computer and Picture Archiving and
Communications System PACS sciences. This program announcement, Medical Imaging Databases, is related
to the priority area of cancer. Potential applicants may obtain a copy of "Healthy People " Full Report:
Applications from minority individuals and women are encouraged. Although no funds are specifically set
aside for funding grants submitted in response to this program announcement, the Radiation Research
Program regards research in this area as high priority. OASH , revised October 1, Because of the nature and
scope of the research proposed in response to this Program Announcement may vary, it is anticipated that the
size of an award will vary also. Although considerable progress has been achieved in recent years in the
development of new strategies for rapid and efficient textual retrievals from text databases, very little effort
has gone into the development of techniques for non-textual searches. Similarly, since medical images are
poorly incorporated into the overall collection of data on cancer patients, there is very little attempt to
cohesively gather information from images of different patients for correlation with other critical parameters
of their disease. The wealth of information that is potentially accessible, but not available through any
currently available technology, would contribute to new clinical knowledge about disease progression,
prognostic indicators for outcome assessment in patients scheduled for treatment, and the ability to assess
outcome in patients who have undergone treatment. Research Goals and Scope Although much research has
already been done in the development of "next generation databases," more research is needed to address the
complex issues of developing the tools for medical imaging databases in a clinical environment. The research
goals of this Program Announcement include the following: Development of a descriptive language for
medical images that describes image features that define the oncologic content of images and develops a
standardized vocabulary for the geometric description of the images; 2. Development and implementation of
advanced query languages that use pictorial and symbolic-based object-oriented data modeling to support
complex non-textual queries; 3. Development of new database models that incorporate the following features:
Development of tools that allow for the cohesive unification of data and information from hospital information
systems, radiological information systems, image archives and imaging machines into one system for
incorporation into the electronic medical record for incorporation into the electronic medical record. Research
and implementations of database systems must proceed in interdisciplinary environments that successfully
combine the expertise and knowledge from the medical community with that of the database and computer
science disciplines. The PA number and title must be typed on line 2a of the face page of the application form.
The completed original application and five legible copies must be sent to: FIRST R29 award applications
must include at least three sealed letters of reference attached to the face page of the original application.
FIRST R29 award applications submitted without the required number of reference letters will be considered
incomplete and will be returned without review. Applications will be reviewed for scientific and technical
merit by study sections, in accordance with the standard NIH peer review procedures. Following
scientific-technical review, the applications will receive a second-level review by the appropriate national
advisory council. The following will be considered in making funding decisions: This program is not subject
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to the intergovernmental review requirements of Executive Order or Health Systems Agency review.
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2: Image Databases
As a service to the medical imaging community, we have sought to compile a list of publicly available/accessible medical
image databases for the development and analysis of medical image software and computer aided detection/diagnosis
tools, as well as challenges performed on various modalities.

Abstract We propose a novel algorithm for the retrieval of images from medical image databases by content.
The aim of this article is to present a content-based retrieval algorithm that is robust to scaling, with
translation of objects within an image. For the best result and efficient representation and retrieval of medical
images, attention is focused on the methodology, and the content of medical images is represented by the
regions and relationships between such objects or regions of the Image Attributes IA of the objects. The
similarity measurement between images is developed based on a scheme that integrates the properties of all
the regions in the images using regional matching. The method can answer queries by example. The efficiency
and performance of the presented method has been evaluated using a dataset of about 5, simulated, but
realistic computed tomography and magnetic resonance images, from which the original images are selected
from three large medical image databases. The results of our experiments show more than a 93 percent success
rate, which is satisfactory. In recent years, the medical imaging field has been grown and is generating a lot
more interest in methods and tools, to control the analysis of medical images. To support clinical
decision-making, many imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging MRI , X-ray computed
tomography CT , digital radiography, and ultrasound, are currently available. For administrative, clinical,
teaching, and research activities, medical image database systems are emerging as an important component of
Picture Archiving and Communication Systems PACS. Usually, in the CBIR system, for each image, a feature
signature on its pixel values is computed, the signature serves as an image representation, the components of
the signature are called features. A rule for comparing images is defined as retrieving images that match the
given query rules from a large database of images. The main reason for using the signature is to improve the
correlation between image representation and semantics. This is done by mapping one or several signatures to
d-dimensional points in some metric space and building an index on all signatures for fast retrieval. A function
such as the Euclidean distance is used for calculating distances between each pair of signatures. The index is
used to efficiently locate signatures close to the query point. The matched images are returned to the user. The
existing general-purpose CBIR systems roughly fall into two categories depending on the approach to extract
signatures: The image-based search and the region-based search. Some of the systems using the weighted sum
matching metric, combine the retrieval results from individual algorithms[ 1 ] or other algorithms. In most of
the image retrieval systems, a query is specified by an image to be matched. We refer to this as an overall
search, as similarity is based on the overall properties of images. By contrast, there are also partial search
querying systems that retrieve based on a particular region in an image. A measure for the overall similarity
between images is developed using a region-matching scheme that integrates the properties of all the regions
in the images. It is important and beneficial to find other images of the same disease and the same modality in
the same anatomic region. The main contributions of this study are as follows: A method for efficient retrieval
and representation of medical images based on Image Attributes IA An effective method for examining the
retrieval process in the MRI and CT medical images. The CBMIR system is interactive and the user is allowed
to correct the results of the segmented images. The user can identify and extract interesting images or regions
from all segmented images. The user can even specify the class to which an image belongs. Based on the
properties of individual regions and spatial relationships between such regions, the CBMIR system takes the
responsibility of efficient storage, representation, and retrieval of images. The rest of this article is organized
as follows: A short presentation of the underlying theory on Image Attributes is presented in Section 2 An
approach to the CBMIR algorithm for medical images is discussed in Section 3 The indexing and search
method is explained in Section 4 Feature vector and similarity measure are discussed in Section 5
Experimental results are discussed in Section 6 The conclusion and issues for future research are presented in
Section 7. The images are defined with their object properties and relationships between objects. The
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segmentation of CT and MRI images is in general very difficult and it is currently the subject of independent
research activities. In the first step, the images are segmented after necessary edge detection, using a low-pass
filter. By editing, deleting or correcting the insignificant segments, the experts provide the desired
segmentations and shapes. Different features are specified for image representation; the features and original
gray-level images are stored in the database and used for browsing or retrieving the images. The images are
segmented into disjointed regions or objects. Figure 1 shows an example of the edge-detected form of a
gray-level image, and the complete contour-detected image is shown in Figure 1a , and its corresponding
segmented polygonal shaped components are depicted in Figure 1 P1 to P4.
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3: CBMIR: Content-based Image Retrieval Algorithm for Medical Image Databases
Searchable online database of medical images, teaching cases and clinical topics, also provides free AMA Category 1
CME credits online.

In particular we have contributed to the following projects: Since there are now many more challenges and
datasets publically available, as of we are no longer actively updating this list. Digital Chest X-ray database
with images containing lung nodules as well as negative cases, with ground truth location and diagnosis
provided. Segmentation in Chest Radiographs. Digital Chest X-ray database established to facilitate
comparative studies on segmentation of the lung fields, the heart and the clavicles in standard
posterior-anterior chest radiographs. Image database with lung lesions marked by up to four radiologists. Size
information on this dataset is provided by the VIA group here: Image archive of CT lung cancer patients
followed during treatment. Contains simulated, 3D MR data using normal and multiple sclerosis models with
different acquisition parameters. Digital Database for Screening Mammography. Contains a large number of
cases with both normal and abnormal findings and associated ground truth. Contains cases with and location
information of the abnormality. Database for benchmarking diabetic retinopathy detection from digital images.
Offers a standardized testing protocol. Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction. Database established to
facilitate comparative studies on segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images. A resource for increased
quantitative understanding of machine acquisition, analytic reproducibility and image processing. While these
challenges do provide a resource for image data they may often incur more restictive conditions on how the
data may be used. Challenge for the automated extraction of airways from CT data. Challenge for the
evaluation of change measurement algorithm. Coronary Artery Algorithm Evaluation Framework. Challenge
based on the extraction of coronary artery centerlines from CTA data. Challenge for the segmentation of brain
lesions from MR imagery. Challenge for the segmentation of the caudate nucleus from brain MRI scans.
Challenge based on detecting microaneurysms and dot hemorrhages for diabetic retinopathy screening.
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4: Medical Image Databases
Open-Access Medical Image Repositories If you would like to add a database to this list or if you find a broken link,
please email. Sites that list and/or host multiple collections of data.

Designed to test multi-label video tagging. VIRAT Video Dataset - event recognition from two broad
categories of activities single-object and two-objects which involve both human and vehicles. Agriculture
Aberystwyth Leaf Evaluation Dataset - Timelapse plant images with hand marked up leaf-level segmentations
for some time steps, and biological data from plant sacrifice. Bell, Jonathan; Dee, Hannah M. Fieldsafe - A
multi-modal dataset for obstacle detection in agriculture. Hideaki Uchiyama, Kyushu University Leaf counting
dataset - Dataset for estimating the growth stage of small plants. Tsaftaris Multi-species fruit flower detection
- This dataset consists of four sets of flower images, from three different tree species: Dias, Amy Tabb, Henry
Medeiros Plant Phenotyping Datasets - plant data suitable for plant and leaf detection, segmentation, tracking,
and species recognition M. Tsaftaris Plant seedlings dataset - High-resolution images of 12 weed species.
Aarhus University Attribute recognition Attribute Learning for Understanding Unstructured Social Activity Database of videos containing 10 categories of unstructured social events to recognise, also annotated with 69
attributes. Svetlana Lazebnik, Cordelia Schmid, and Jean Ponce Butterflies This database contains images of
seven different classes of butterflies. Marketattribute - 27 visual attributes for shoppers. Lin, Zheng, Zheng,
Wu and Yang Multi-Class Weather Dataset - Our multi-class benchmark dataset contains 65, images from 6
common categories for sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, haze and thunder weather. This dataset benefits weather
classification and attribute recognition. Di Lin Person Recognition in Personal Photo Collections - we
introduced three harder splits for evaluation and long-term attribute annotations and per-photo timestamp
metadata. Each object class is annotated with visual attributes based on a taxonomy of attributes e.
Autonomous Driving - Semantic segmentation, pedestrian detection, virtual-world data, far infrared,
stereo,driver monitoring. It consists of over 45k indoor 3D scenes, ranging from studios to two-storied houses
with swimming pools and fitness rooms. All 3D objects are fully annotated with category labels. Agents in the
environment have access to observations of multiple modalities, including RGB images, depth, segmentation
masks and top-down 2D map views. The renderer runs at thousands frames per second, making it suitable for
large-scale RL training. Tsotsos LISA Vehicle Detection Dataset - colour first person driving video under
various lighting and traffic conditions Sivaraman, Trivedi Lost and Found Dataset - The Lost and Found
Dataset addresses the problem of detecting unexpected small road hazards often caused by lost cargo for
autonomous driving applications. Boston and Singapore, left versus right hand traffic, detailed map
information, manual annotations for 25 object classes, 1. RESIDE highlights diverse data sources and image
contents, and serves various training or evaluation purposes. T1-weighted brain MRI volumes acquired in
subjects on scanners from three different vendors GE, Philips, and Siemens and at two magnetic field
strengths 1. The scans correspond to older adult subjects. The images in this database are weakly labeled, i.
Furthermore, the images were acquired at different sites and with different scanners. These problems are
related to two learning scenarios in machine learning, namely multiple instance learning or weakly supervised
learning, and transfer learning or domain adaptation. MICCAI Challenge - 6 volumes of electron microscopy
of neural tissue,neuron and synapse segmentation, synaptic partner annotation.
5: Cornell University: Computer Vision and Image Analysis Group
ID Images. ID Images is a result of a collaboration among the Infectious Diseases Divisions of the Massachusetts
General Hospital and Brigham and Women's Hospital and the Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT, and Harvard and offers a
vast resource of images on infectious diseases.

6: Medical Images - Images - Research Guides at University of Michigan Library
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General Image Databases AP Image Archive The AP Image Archive is a library containing Associated Press's current
year's photo report and a selection of images from their library dating from the s.

7: Medical Images Home
The combination of digital image formats and networked computer environments provides the potential to overcome the
traditional problems of medical image collections. This paper reports on medical image databases on the World Wide
Web (WWW).

8: CVonline: Image Databases
A database with biographical information and images of twentieth-century leaders in biomedical research and public
health. ScienceDirect To find images (tables, charts, videos) use the Advanced Search feature and select the Images
Tab and then search for your topic.

9: Content-Based Image Retrieval from large Medical Image Databases
The goal of medical imaging databases is to provide a means for organizing a large mass of heterogeneous, changing,
pictorial, and symbolic data into a structured environment that can be synthesized, classified, and presented in an
organized efficient manner to facilitate optimal decision making in a health care environment.
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